Take the next step –
Make your factory intelligent
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PLUGANDGO
AUTOMATION

Turn your Brownfield
into a Dream
Factory

Dreams come true –
block by block

MAXIMUM
PRODUCTIVITY
Find new efficiencies within
the four walls of your plant by
achieving higher utilizations
from your exiting production
equipment.

FLEXIBILITY
We automate individual
production lines, which builds
resilience and reduces
vulnerability. Automate the
most optimal production areas
first, do it piece wise to
minimize impact on daily
production, add higher density
capacity and free up floor
space.

UPTIME ALL THE TIME
Advanced sensor technology
reveals potential risks even before
they become apparent. If a
problem occurs, you can isolate it
to the affected module block and
fix it with little or no disruption.

Plug and go

Customized layout design

Complete control

You can take individual modules in the
Dream Factory and piece them together
to create innovative automation. Insert
new modules or reposition existing ones
– and integrate how they work together
using software. Ready, set, go

We offer a comprehensive range of
automated solutions. Dream Factory
modules are adaptable to suit the
challenges of any brownfield site.
Everything is well orchestrated
in a cohesive layout.

Communication is what puts the “smart”
in the smart factory. The Dream Factory
gives you full control of material, data
and process flows, which means precise
real-time data on production and
inventory management – plus
complete traceability for each tire
throughout the process.

Modular redundancy

Better productivity

The layout makes the dream work.
Materials flow through the plant by
design, avoiding blockages, leading to
greater uptime and utilization.

Increased manufacturing utilization,
reliability and quality and – reduced
waste and material costs – these are just
a few of the Dream Factory’s benefits.

dreamfactory.cimcorp.com

The Cimcorp Dream Factory is a fully automated, end-to-end handling solution for optimizing
material and data flows in tire factories. With full modularity and scalability, the system provides
unlimited possibilities for brownfield sites. The only limit is your imagination and
the laws of physics.
Automate the most optimal production areas first, do it piece wise to minimize impact on
daily production, add higher density capacity and free up floor space.
Start small
all and add new lines later. Or, go big right away!

FASTER ROI
Looking for a quicker way to improve
quality and gain competitive
advantage? While conventional
systems can take months to get up
and running, the Dream Factory cuts
that down with rapid installation,
providing you, faster and greater ROI.

EASY TO OPERATE
On the software side, a
user-friendly Interface
simplifies training and
makes the operator's job
efficient. Enjoy accurate
data and precise handling,
eliminating production and
distribution errors!

END-TO-END INTELLIGENCE
The Dream Factory turns your
brownfield site into the smart
factory of your dreams:
transforming operations from raw
material storage through the
production processes, to the
finished tire loading dock.

Fast forward into
the future
Some say automating a Brownfield is
problematic. We say it can be done smart.
Even if your plant was not designed for
automation, the Dream Factory blocks enables
you to rapidly build and transform your facility –
propelling it into a smart factory of the future.

